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Introduction
This paper consisted of 3 sections which involved listening, reading and writing skills, with a
total of 70 marks available. The time allocation for this paper was 2 hours and 30 minutes
and there was little evidence that candidates did not have sufficient time to complete all the
questions.
This paper rewarded candidates for their understanding of spoken and written Chinese,
their ability to transfer meaning from Chinese into English and their ability to produce a
continuous piece of writing in Chinese.
The question booklet was divided into traditional and simplified characters and candidates
were required to specify at the beginning of the booklet their preferred option. Candidates
were required to respond to questions in the booklet in either traditional or simplified
characters, but not both.
Section A was a listening assessment with a maximum of 20 marks. Majority of the
candidates did well in Section A. In Q4, answers that require a short written response in
Chinese characters and answers were based on the information provided in the passage. No
credit could be given for answers written in English and for those which were not based on
the stimulus.
Section B was a reading assessment with a maximum of 20 marks. Candidates were
required to read three passages in Chinese and answer questions in English. Overall
candidates made good attempts but precise understanding and accurate English were
essential to score higher marks in this section.
The majority of candidates still have room to improve in section B.  
Section C was a writing assessment with a maximum of 30 marks. Candidates were required
to write 180-200 characters in Chinese, based on a short Chinese-language stimulus.
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Question 2
The majority of candidates responded very well in general with only a very small number
of candidates losing marks in this question. This was a four-mark question to select four
statements only, no more and no less.

Question 3
Candidates responded very well in general, with a small number of candidates choosing
每个月or 常常 instead of 每个星期六 for Q3 (d).
Candidates should circle the correct answers as instructed. This year the correct answer was
accepted in whichever form it was offered but candidates are advised to comply with the
rubric.

Question 4
This question carried the largest number of marks amongst the listening questions and
candidates were required to give answers in written Chinese characters. The vast majority of
candidates showed good understanding of the extract. However there were candidates who
were struggling to write correct answers in characters and lost marks. Common mistakes
include: Q4(b) 公成/公成 for工程/工程。

Examiner Comments

The candidate understood the questions but was
unable to provide correct answers in Chinese
characters. No mark was awarded for Q4(b) and
Q4(g).
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Question 5
5(a) Some candidates misread the question and gave ‘secondary school students’ as
the answer. The question was about the ‘proportion’ and the correct answer was ‘a large
proportion of students’ or ‘the majority of students’.
5(b) This was a two mark question. Candidates were expected to give two points to receive
two marks: 1) e-books are popular/e-books are cheap and convenient; 2) e-books cannot
replace textbooks/traditional books.
5(c) Some candidates muddled two different concepts: e-books and e-learning. This
question is about e-learning, also ‘老師知道得不比學生多/ 老师知道得不比学生多’ means
‘teachers do not necessarily know more than candidates’. A precise understanding of the
text was required here.
5(d) Candidates were expected to use the phrase ‘eyesight’ rather than eyes/eye problem
since there are various eye problems. Again this question was about ‘e-learning’ not the
‘e-book’.
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Examiner Comments

We were glad to see that this candidate realised that the questions
need to be answered in English. The candidate received the
following marks: 5(a) 1 mark, 5(b) 1mark. Total 2 marks.
5(b) had two marks: one mark went to ' getting popular/cheap
and convenient' and the other mark went to ' E-books cannot
replace (text)books/They still need to (mainly) use traditional
books. '. This candidate provided an answer: 'the ebooks cannot
replace original books' and this is correct for the second point, so
one mark was awarded.
5(c) The correct answer was teachers are not necessary knowing
more than students about e-learning' or ' teachers need to
learn/study'. Obviously the answer here, 'Students know more
than teachers.' was different from the original text. No mark is
awarded.
5(d) The correct answer was ' her eyesight/ eye sight ( getting
worse) '. ' Her eyes is not good' didn't really mean the eyesight. It
also had a grammar mistake in English. No mark is awarded.

Examiner Tip

Always check the corner marks of each question and
search for the most appropriate/related answers for
the questions.
Always check your English grammar and spelling
before you move on to the next question.
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Question 6
The majority of candidates did well in this question. The common mistakes were:
(a) Some candidates were unable to spell ‘million’ or converted the number wrongly.
(b) Some candidates missed the mark by giving answers such as ‘historical trees’ which
didn’t make sense in English. The acceptable answers were: old trees, ancient trees.’
(c) Candidates scored one mark if they provided the opening time in the morning, i.e. ‘6
am’.
(d) Some candidates muddled the distinction between ‘festival’ and ‘holiday’.
(e) Acceptable answers were ‘book fairs/ book market’ but not ‘ book city/ bookshop’.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate scored in Q6(a), Q6(b) and Q6(c), but not
Q6(d) and Q6(e).
For Q6(d), the correct answer was: 'on (Chinese)
traditional festivals' , 'traditional festivals' are keywords.
An 'event' was not necessarily a 'festvial'. No mark was
awarded.
For Q6(e) the correct answer was 'there are (four) book
fairs (each year )', book markets, book exhibitions, book
sales were accepted as alternative answers, but not '
bookshop'. No mark was awarded.

Examiner Tip

Accurate and precise expressions in English are
required in this section. Think carefully and
choose the most approriate phrases in English.
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Question 7
(a) Some candidates gave answers such as ‘reading and writing competition’ which was not
accurate based on the original text.
(b) One mark was awarded for ‘to promote a culture of reading’ and the other mark went
to ‘to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Hong Kong public library’. Some candidates missed
marks because they were unable to spell ‘promote’ or ‘library’ correctly.
(c) The correct answer was ‘primary and secondary school students’.
(d) This question asked ‘how are the groups divided?’ so the accepted answers were ‘ by
age/ year groups’.
(e) One mark was awarded for ‘register through school’ and the other mark went to ‘writing
can be in Chinese or in English, (completed by) hand-written or word-processed,’ Alternative
expressions were accepted.
(f) Almost every candidate scored on this question.
(gi) Most of the candidates scored on this question.
(gii) The correct answer for this question was ‘ books worth 800 dollars’ , but not ‘ 800
dollars in cash or in coupon’ Also ‘ library books’ was not an acceptable answer.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate scored 7 out 10 on this question. Three mistaken
marks were Q7(c), Q7 (e) and Q7(gi).
For Q7(c), The correct answer was ' primary and secondary
(school) students'. An alternative acceptable answer was 'school
children, school students'. 'Children and teenagers' appeared in the
text but they were not the precise answer of this question. No mark
was awarded.
Q7(e) had 2 marks, the second mark went to' Writing can be
in Chinese or in English; (Completed by) hand-written or wordprocessed. '. Unfortunately the candidate has missed out the
second point.
Q7(g)(i) the correct answer was ' the winning pieces of work will
be displayed/shown/exhibited in the Hong Kong public library.'
'exhibited' was the keyword of this question and the spelling was
wrong. No mark was awarded.

Examiner Tip

Always check your grammar and spelling before you
move on to the next question.
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Question 8
Candidates were required to write 180–200 characters of Chinese in the form of a letter,
report or article based on a short printed Chinese-language stimulus. Candidates must
respond to four to six bullet points based on the stimulus text and demonstrate their ability
to communicate accurately in Chinese using correct grammar and syntax.
The task included four bullet points inviting candidates to share their experience of learning
Chinese, the expectations of the study tour in terms of language and culture and weekend
excursions. The majority of candidates did well in covering all bullet points and adhered to
the word limit which was 180-200.
Some candidates wrote too much about their experience of learning Chinese and left little
room for the development of remaining points which are equally, if not more, important as
the first point. Some candidates did not structure the writing well and there were no clear
differences and logical developments from one point to another with points muddled up.
Some suggestions were unrealistic and some candidates borrowed ideas from Q6.
A good plan and well balanced writing could help to score higher marks.
Candidates should read the rubrics carefully, then organise their ideas into bullet points/
paragraphs. To achieve high marks candidates are encouraged to use a variety of
expressions and structures but should avoid an unnecessarily flamboyant style.
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Examiner Comments

Total character 176.
The candidate scored 14 for content and response and 13 for
quality of Language, both marks were in the top bands.
The candidate did well in covering all four bullet points and
the writing was coherent and smooth. And the argument
always had some supports. For example, when the candidate
wrote: 我希望在中文課上可以學到更多成語/
我希望在中文课上可以学到更多成语， a genuine convincing
reason was given : "因為每個成語都有一個背後的故事,我覺得
非常有趣./ 因为每个成语都有一个背后的故事,我觉得非常有趣.
We would like to encourage candidates to write their own
opinions.
Language mark was neat and well controlled, it could be
higher if the candidate wrote a bit more.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

Read the rubrics carefully, then organise ideas into each bullet points/paragraph. To
achieve high marks candidates are encouraged to use a variety of expressions and
structures but should avoid unnecessarily flamboyant style.

•

It is important in Section B to answer the questions in English as requested. Candidates
also need to read the texts carefully and select the most relevant information and give
precise answers.

•

For candidates for whom English is a second language, it is important to check grammar
and spelling after you finish the questions. For example, plural and tense markers should
apply when needed, old/ ancient trees (6b), Chinese traditional festivals (6d), displayed
(7g); meanwhile, misspelling should be checked and avoided, such as ‘convinent (5b),
eyesite (5d) to secure marks. For this section, all answers need to be presented in good
English.

•

It is important that candidates always cover all the bullet points given in the question
within the specified word limit.

•

A good plan and well balanced writing could help to score higher marks.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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